Book 43
Netzech Israel Lo Ishaker
Eternal IsraelDoes Not Lie
Moshe Siselsender
No Torah=
=Intermarriage=Anti Semitism
=DBS Divestment Boycott
Sanctions = =Obama's and
Kerry's "Peace" Plan =
Appeasement = Losing Control
of Israel Jewish Destiny Piece
by Piece.
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Lac k of control of Jewish
destiny is the villain to confront
An~Semitism and Jew hatred.

4000 YEAR WORLD AND
JEWISH HISTORY PROVE
THAT LACK OF CONTROL BEING AT THE MERCY OF
OTHERS =HOLOCAUST.
WE CAN NOT CONTROL
THE INTERPRETATIONS
OF MORALITY ETHICS
RELIGIOUS CONCLUSIONS
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OF ANY ONE MAN OR
BEAST.

WE CAN TRUST NO ONE
WE CAN TRUST NOTHING.

NOTHING IS A GIVEN
WE CAN NOT TRUST
DEMOCRACY
TOTALITARIANISM
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CAPITALISIM
COMMUNISIM
SOCIALISIM
WE CAN ONLY TRUST AND
RELY ON OUR SELVES.
GOD HELPS ONLY THOSE
WHO HELP THEMSELVES.
IF ONE DOES NOT HELP
THEMSELVES
GC 0 WILL NOT HELP.
THAT IS WHY THERE WAS
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A HOLOCAUST.

What ever the motives
of President Obama and
Secretary State Kerryone thing
is one trillion % certain. Both
want the Jews to surrender
control of their destiny and
agree to give up 4000 year
Jewish Israel. Let the USA give
up the Capital -Was. hington
DC and the State of New
Jersey and declare a
Palestinian State there. Let
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England surrender London Let
the French surrender Paris.

Let the Norwegians surrender
Oslo. Let the Russians
surrender Moscow.
It is about time to tell the
truth.
All Palestinians in Israel

should return to their countries
of Origin Egypt Syria Lebanon
Iraq.
Judea Samaria Gaza are not
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occupied land. There exists no
occupation. One can not be an
occupier wh en he / she lives
. and settles one's own land.

Let Israel and the Jews not be
afraid.
LET US REMEMBER
"DO NOT TRUST ANY
ONE "
"DO NOT TRUST ANY
THING"
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" NOTHING IS A GIVEN "

Let us not make any
decisions out of fear of what
will happen.
Tomorrow. Let us welcome
tomorrow. Tomorrow
Tomorrow will be happier
than today. Let us not be
scared from the likes olf
Obama Kerry the Europeans
or anyone who tries to
intimidate us with boycotts
divestments and sanctions. Let
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us put all those who threaten
us out of business.
Let us put the Palestinian
authority out of business by
stopping all money transfers to
them. Let Israel take over area
A B and throw out all the
Arabs.
The "innocent" Arabs are the
problem.
There does not exist an
"innocent" Arab.
"It is not the mouse that is the
villain ; but the hole in the wall
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that enables fhe mouse to
enter."
It is the "innocent" Arabs that
is the root problem of the
conflict between Jews and
Arabs.
Get rid of the "innocent"
Arabs and there will be no
problem.
Norway Sweden
Switzerland and Poland all of
them European countries
forbid Kosher slaughtering .
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They insist that the animals be
stunned before slaughter.
Stunning before slaughter is
forbidden according to Jewish
religious law. Muslim religious
law likewise agrees.

The Europeans state that
unless the animal is stunned
tremendous cruelty is
perpetrated on the animal.
They insist that animal rights
trump religious rights.
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Why don't these Europeans
become vegetarians? If theYare
honestly concerned about
animal rights, why kill the poor
beast?
Certainly animal rights trump
their selfish appetite for an
animal diet? Horse meat is
forbidden in most if not all
States of the USA. Why not
forbid all meat in these
European countries that
trample on the religious rights
of Jews and Muslims to
slaughter animals with out
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stunning?
Why not forbid all hunting?
Animals are wounded and left
to an agonizing death.

Why not forbid fishing? Fish
are caught by their tongue.
Fishing causes agonizing pain
to the poor fish as they are
hauled up. Then they are
stumped to death. This is the
ultimate of cruelty.
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Shrimp and oysters and
other sedood are tossed alive in
boiling water and cooked alive
for the waiting cruel European
to consume. Where is their
compassion for the innocent
shrimp oyster and other sea
fish? .
Are the Europeans only
concerned with animal rights
when Jewish and Muslim
religious rights are trampled
and trumped?
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The effect of such laws is that
Jews and Muslims move out of
the country. This is the real
underlying motivation for the
enactment of these
discriminatory laws.
Likewise, the European
Union forbid circumcision of
male children by their parents.
The European Union insist
that the child become an adult
and make his own decision if
he wants to be circumcised.
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They state that Circumcision is
a form of crippling the child.
This law effects Jews and
Muslims. Again the effect is to
motivate and intimidate Jews
and Muslims to move out of
the country. That is the real
motivation of this
discriminatory law. Europeans
want Europe to become Judein
rein and Muslim rein. The
Europeans are reverting back
in time to 1492 when Spanish
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King Ferdinando and his
Queen Isabella proclaimed the
edict of eviction of all Jews and
Moors -Muslims . Either all
convert and become Catholics
or they must leave. 250,000
Jews left.
250,000 Jews remained and
converted and became
Catholics.
Once they became Catholics
all higher professions were now
opened. These former Jews
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called Moranos competed with
born Christians and won the
highest offices in the army the
Church and in business. They
won the hearts of the most
beautiful Spanish women and
got into the most influential .
Spanish families.
Two former Jews made it to
Pope.
The Spanish authorities
panicked. They then passed
new laws forbidding anyone
from getting a high office in the
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army or in Church unless he
could prove five generation of
pure Christian blood. These
laws were the fore runners to
Hitler's Nurenburgh racial
purity laws .
Portugal became Judenrein in
1497.
England became Judenrein in
1290. France and Germany
followed in the 1300s.
The Eastern Roman Empire
was J udenrein since the late
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1100s.
Thus Europe was Judenrein
until 1650.

Now in 2014 the Europeans
again are passing laws to again
make Europe Juden rein.

An Episcopelian college in
the USA insisted that anyone
applying for a master's degree
renounce that the Jews are the
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chosen people. In other words
only one who accepts Jesus as
the son of God and God is
chosen. Again, the purpose was
to discourage Jews from
attending.
In 1915 in the USA Leon
Frank was falsely indicted and
convicted in one of the
Southern states in the USA of
killing one of his black female
employees. Even though the
governor commuted his
sentence the Ku Klux Klan
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dragged him out of prison and
lynched him by hanging.

Again the lesson was to
intimidate and discourage Jews
to live in the South.
In 1907 a Jew named Beilin
was indicted in Russia for
killing a gentile child to use his
blood for baking matzos for
Passover. This was a repeat of
a similar trial held in
Damascus Syria in 1850.
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These blood libel trials were a
re enactment of the similar
blood libel trials during the
Middle ages. Hundreds of
thousand Jews were murdered
as a result of these accusations.
The motivation was .to
intimidate the Jews to move
out and make Europe Juden
•
rein.

The Russians in 1880 killed
tens of thousands of Jews.
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In France a Jewish officer
Dreyfus was convicted of
passing secrets to the Germans
during the 1970 Franco
German war. After many years
it was revealed that a non
Jewish French officer was the
guilty party. The French
higher command of officers
covered up and blamed
Dreyfus.
The motivation was to
intimidate Jews to leave and
make Europe Judenrein.
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Now in 2014 the same anti
Semitic laws are enacted to
make Europe Judenrein.
These laws are just one part
of the anti-Semitic symphony.
Jews are physically assaulted in
many European cities. Jews
are killed. Jews are afraid to
walk the streets with any
religious symbol like a skull
cap or a star of David.
The Europeans are not
satisfied in driving the Jews
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out. They agitate and give
billions of Euros to terrorist
organizations the Barnas and
the Palestinian authority to
teach the students to hate Jews
and kill Jews. Thus the
Europeans fund tthe
Palestinians to insure a new
generation of Palestinians will
hate and kill Jews.
Now the Europeans are
threatening Israel that they will
impose divestment and
sanctions unless Israel agrees
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to commit suicide and
surrender historical Judea
Samaria and Jerusalem to the
Palestinians. In that way - to
give birth to a never once
existent Palestinian State . This
state will endanger the lives of
every Jew in the 1967
indefensible borders.
This is the state of affairs at
February 27, 2014.
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It is a mortal error to argue
that Jews can not go back to
indefensible borders.
Otherwise, Jews would agree to
the creation of a Palestinian
State.
Israel is Jewish from day one.
Read the Bible. Israel belongs
to the Jewish people; not to the
Palestinians. All the
Palestinians are Syrian
Lebanese Saudi Arabian
Egyptians and Iraquis. They all
came in 1880 when Jews
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started to build the Jewish
State. They came because Jews
provided employment for them
in the new businesses Jews
created and the settlements
Jews built.. Let all the
PALESTINIANS RETURN
TO THEIR NATIVE
COUNTRIES.
Until 1967 Palestinians called
themselves Syrians or
Lebanese or Saudis or
Egyptians.
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The Palestinians are not
prepared to make any
concessions. They want to try
thier luck battling Israel in the
the international political field.
They want to try their luck
having European divestments
and sanctions. They want to try
their luck with all the AntiSemites thirsty for Jewish
blood. They want to bring
Isreal to its knees. Diplomacy
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only if they get their goal of
rolling back the Jew's wi' as of
1967 war. Then they will agree
to a tempo tary halt until the
next stage. Otherwise they will
try going to international
Court to accuse Idsrael 0_ f war
crimes. They will use the UN
bodies to bring Israel to its
knees.
Israel should not be
intimitated. Let Israel stop all
moneys to the palestinians and
cause the Pal. estinian authority
to fall. Let Israel take over area
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A and B . Let Israel put a stop
to the education of
Palestinians for
Israel's destruction.
Let Israel put a stop to
Palestinian agitation and
incitement. Israel can weather
a European sanction and
divestment. Most Europeans
will not go along. Europeans
want Israel technology . They
will not cut their own throats
even though they hate Jews
with a passion.
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